W1: Workshop Program
Conference room: Forsythe. Date: Saturday, February 6th 2010
(Papers posted on www.parc.com/ciorg)

Section 1 (9:00 - 10:30)
• The organizers will introduce the topics and the agenda (15 min)
• Invited speakers:
  o David Millen, IBM Research (30 min)
  o Josh Richau, Jive Software (30 min)

Short break (10:30 - 11:00)

Section 2 (11:00-1:00)
• The following attendees will give short presentations (10 minutes + 5 for questions).
  These position papers were chosen for presentation because they offer a range of
different topics and perspectives, that will broaden the workshop's view on the topic.
  o Mark S. Ackerman, Q&A Communities as Collective Intelligence
  o Laurie E. Damianos, Factors Impeding Wiki Use in the Enterprise: A Case Study
  o Les Nelson, Mail2Tag: Efficient Targeting of News in an Organization
  o Ana Cristina B Garcia, mESA: a Model for Collective Decision Making
  o Carla Simone, On-line Questionnaires as Lightweight Tools to Extract Collective
  Medical Knowledge from Daily Practice
  o Tara Matthews, Collaboration personas: A framework for understanding &
designing collaboration tools in the workplace
• During the question period for each presentation, the designated discussants will pose
questions to presenters

Lunch and Posters (1:00-2:00)
• Time for posters, software demos, and lunch. These participants (labeled with a *) give a
  3-5 minutes preview of their paper using the poster:
  o Michael Muller*, David R. Millen, N. Sadat Shami
  o Tomasso Colombino, Antonietta Grasso*, David Martin
  o Daniel Olguín Olguín, Alex (Sandy) Pentland, Taemie Kim*
  o Marcos R. S. Borges, Adriana S. Vivacqua*
  o Rosario Sica*, Norman Lewis
  o Jacki O’Neill, Antonietta Grasso*
  o Dorrit Billman*, Michael Feary
  o Anna De Liddo*, Simon Buckingham Shum
  o Giorgio De Michelis and Marco Loregian *
  o Gregorio Convertino*, Kairam, Chi, Grasso, Pirolli, Stricker, Bascaran
  o Peter Tolmie*
  o Tadd Hogg*

Section 3 (2:00 - 4:00)
• Brainstorming session to outline the key discussion topics for the day. Members will
divide into small groups, moderated by the workshop organizers attending (3) and invited
speakers (2), and have focused discussions sketching a proposed research agenda.
• See below Themes and Design Questions for potential topics

Short break (4:00-4:30)

Section 4 (4:30-6:00)
• The large group will reconvene and summarize the directions identified during the
breakout discussions.
• Short summary of key research surveyed, a research agenda with specific tasks for the
group, check interest in publication plans and re-edition of the workshop, invite to
regroup for dinner.

Dinner (time and location TBD)